1. SUMMARY
With the advent of cloud computing, many clients have outsourced computation and data storage to remote servers. This has led to prominent concerns about the privacy of the data and computation placed outside the control of the clients. On the other hand, the integrity of the responses from the remote servers has been addressed in-depth only recently. Violations of correctness are potentially more dangerous, however, in the sense that the safety of a service is in danger and that the clients rely on the responses. Incidental computation errors as well as deliberate and sophisticated manipulations on the server side are nearly impossible to discover with today’s technology. Over the last few years, there has been rising interest in technology to verify the results of a remote computation and to check the consistency of responses from a cloud service. These advances rely on recently introduced cryptographic techniques, including authenticated data types (ADTs), probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs), fully-homomorphic encryption (FHE), quadratic programs (QP), and more. With multiple clients accessing the remote service, a further dimension is added to the problem in the sense that clients isolated from each other need to guarantee that their verification operations relate to the same “version” of the server’s computation state.

This tutorial will survey the recent work in this area and provide a broad introduction to some of the key concepts underlying verifiable computation, towards single and multiple verifiers. The aim is to give a systematic survey of techniques in the realm of verifiable computation, remote data integrity, authenticated queries, and consistency verification.

The approaches rely on methods from cryptography and from distributed computing. The presentation will introduce the necessary background techniques from these fields, describe key results, and illustrate how they ensure integrity in selected cases.

The tutorial consists of three parts:

1. Verifiable computation;
2. Authenticated data types;
3. Distributed consistency enforcement.

2. VERIFIABLE COMPUTATION
In this basic model, one client outsources a computation to a powerful, remote, untrusted service. Verifiable computation protocols [6, 4] ensure that a weak client obtains a guarantee that the result of a computation by the server on inputs supplied by the client is correct. For this to make sense, the client should be able to verify the proof supplied by the server significantly faster than re-running the computation by itself.

Impressive progress has been made recently towards this goal. Starting with work in cryptography [6, 7], the technique of probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) has been optimized and scaled down, so as to achieve near-practical performance in certain cases [13, 14, 1]. More recently quadratic arithmetic programs (QPs) have been introduced as a representation of arithmetic circuits that compute the computation, together with an efficient method for cryptographically verifying the correctness of the outputs [5]. The powerful tool of Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) has also been employed for verifying output correctness [4]. These lines of work have led to multiple nearly practical systems such as Pinocchio [12] and Pantry [1].

The tutorial reviews this work and provides an introduction to the methods underlying the systems based on QPs.

3. AUTHENTICATED DATA TYPES
Starting before the recent work on general verifiable computation, the notion of authenticated data types (ADTs) has been formulated to capture a multi-party model of interaction with a remote service. Restricted to one writer, which is the only client that may perform updates, an ADS permits many readers to query the remote service and to retrieve aggregate information about the service state held by the remote server. Starting from the ubiquitous Merkle tree, many different schemes for verifiable retrieval operations on particular data types have been formulated, such as sets, search trees, or skip lists [15, 9, 11].

The tutorial reviews the basic concept and some key results in the realm of authenticated data types.

4. DISTRIBUTED CONSISTENCY ENFORCEMENT
In parallel to the above developments, and departing from a single client that may perform updates, further work has considered a model where multiple clients interact by writing to and reading from a stateful remote service. Assuming the clients do not communicate with each other and in the absence of synchronization, a fundamental impossibility result prevents complete consistency among all clients. In particular, since the service may mount a replay attack and answer with responses from outdated state to a tar-
get client, the victim cannot discover that more recent operations have been performed by other clients.

Starting with SUNDR [10, 8], several contributions in this context have improved the achievable consistency guarantees, explored the fundamental tradeoffs regarding the interaction between clients and the service, and reduced the implementation cost [3, 16, 2]. Recent protocols guarantee atomic operations to all clients when the service is correct and so-called fork-linearizable semantics when the service is faulty. Fork-linearizability makes it much easier for the clients to detect violations of integrity and consistency by the service; specifically, it means that all clients which observe each other’s operations are consistent, in the sense that their own operations, plus those operations whose effects they see, have occurred atomically in one sequence. Otherwise, a faulty service could answer with arbitrary values from past operations and return diverging results to different clients.

The tutorial describes the basic principles underlying these protocols, addressing outsourced storage services and arbitrary remote computations.
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